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Advanced Placement Test Data 
What Data Warehouse Reports Show (and What They Don’t Show) 

 

by Fred Cohen  
 

The Instructional Data Warehouse (IDW) likely provides the only data 

aggregation anywhere that allows a school to compare its Advanced 

Placement (AP) results, test by test, to an aggregation of similar 

schools on those tests.  No other state, county, or public institution, to our 

knowledge, provides this important data for its constituents. 
 

In the IDW, similar schools is defined as the vast majority of high 

schools in Nassau County.  To accumulate these data, Nassau BOCES 

has, for the past ten years secured permissions from individual IDW mem-

ber superintendents allowing the IDW to aggregate test data and display it 

for our member districts.  This historic compilation is invaluable. 
 

It has enabled the IDW to rigorously follow two standard data analysis 

mandates—compare yourself to yourself (view previous years’ scores) 

and compare yourself to similar institutions (calculate “mean” scores).  

In addition, the IDW allows for not only a comparison of total AP scores 

(summary of all exams), but for a comparison of each of the 40 or so 

individual AP tests. 
 

In order to effectively use the IDW AP Report, it is important to review 

the summary page first and then an individual test report. It is also im-

portant to recognize the strengths and, later, some limitations of the AP 

reports.  
 

The summary page below shows seven years of data (2009-2015) for a 

typical high school.  The page is shown in its entirety only to give the 

IDW user an idea of the overall look of the report.  On the following 

page, we display an enlarged and far more readable view exhibiting 

only the first and last year of data to show how the report might be used. 
 

Summary Page 
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Summary Page Showing Years 2009 And 2015 Only 

 

Note that the report shows the 

number of scores at levels 1, 2, 3, 

4, and 5 achieved by this school 

and by the average of surveyed 

schools in the county (DW mean) 

for both 2009 and 2015.  Note 

that the 2009 survey included 48 

schools, and the 2015 survey went 

up to 55 schools, almost all high 

schools in Nassau County. A few 

schools didn’t join the survey be-

cause they utilize the International 

Baccalaureate (IB) program rather 

than AP exams. 
 

The row titles with asterisks, highlighted in red, point out that all data refer to “tests taken” 

not to the number of students who take tests (some student take multiple tests). Thus, the  

“% of Enrollment Tested” actually represents a “rate” of tests taken.  In 2009, the table 

reports that this school’s “% of Enrollment Tested” was 224.1%.  This means that for every 

100 students in a typical grade in this high school (the average grade enrollment), just over 

224 tests were submitted.  For the other 48 schools in the survey in 2009, almost 192 tests 

were submitted per 100 students in a typical grade, countywide (DW mean).  We can also 

see that the rate of test taking in this school (as well as in the county) went up considerably 

in 2015 to 299.3 for this school and 252.1 for the county. 
 

Many had assumed that as more students were taking more tests, the quality of performance 

might be diminished.  The row entitled “% Test Takers 3, 4, 5” shows the percentage of 

tests earning quality grades.  One can see that the school percentage of quality grades 

barely diminished (79.8%-78.3%) while the county actually had a commensurate in-

crease in quality grades (68.8% to 69.4%).  Most educators viewing these data determined 

that more students could actually participate in the AP program without diminishing the 

quality of the grades.  They also noted that if students did not achieve a quality score (3 4, or 

5), it is still likely that they benefitted from experiencing the rigor of an AP curriculum. 
 

The final row of each report is key.  It displays the “% Enrollment 3, 4, 5” or the rate of 

quality tests produced per 100 students in a typical grade. This bottom line combines 

quantity (how many took tests) and quality (how many achieved a 3, 4, or 5).  Thus, for 

every 100 students in a typical grade of this school, the rate of quality test papers went from 

178.7 in 2009 to 234.3 in 2015—a sign of distinct improvement.  Remember that this is the 

rate of quality papers for each 100 students.  This means that a school with 250 actual stu-

dents in the senior class increased its quality AP test papers from 447 papers to 586 quality 

papers (multiply the rates by 250).  Although some students likely submitted more that one 

paper, that still represents improved scores and additional students taking tests in 2015. The 

county also improved on AP exams because other schools instituted similar drives to in-

crease AP performance going from 132 quality papers per 100 students to 175 papers. 
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How might a data analysis look for a single AP exam?  Below is an example showing four 

years of data  for a high school that was  determined to improve its results in AP Biology, 

seeking both greater participation and a greater percentage of quality scores. 

 

AP Bio  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In 2009, this high school was attracting only 7% (compared to 11.2% for the county) of its av-

erage enrollment to AP Bio, and performance was also below the county’s (46.7% quality 

grades compared to 66.8% for the county). In 2010, the school had not yet attracted more stu-

dents, but performance had increased to 66.7% quality grades.  But by 2014, the school had 

attracted an even greater percentage of students than the county (13.3% compared to 12.8% 

for the county), and the quality of the scores was extraordinary (96.3% quality grades).  Likely 

due to this success in 2014, enrollment increased to 20.7% of enrollment in 2015, and the per-

cent of quality grades was still above the county (82.5% compared to 80.3%).  This produced 

the magnificent bottom line of 17.1% of average enrollment earning a quality grade in AP 

Bio. Recall that just six years ago, the school had less than half as many quality grades as the 

county, and now they have almost twice as many despite the fact that the county also increased 

its percentage of quality grades. 
 

What is NOT Shown on AP Reports? 

All data must be viewed with care and even with a skeptical mind, as well, to ensure that ques-

tionable conclusions are challenged.  For example, might there be other explanations for the 

changes in AP Bio performance noted above? Perhaps the district had a special science re-

search program that its best science students took instead of AP Bio in 2009 and 2010. Maybe 

they had extraordinary physics and chemistry AP programs that attracted most of the quality 

science students.  These two scenarios are only introduced to emphasize the complexities of 

data analysis, especially when examining results on AP exams. 
 

Although the two scenarios offered above were not the case in this school, making the original 

analysis an accurate summary of what occurred, there are other typical intervening factors 

that affect AP results and which must always be considered.  The most obvious one is the 

existence of alternative options to AP such as the International Baccalaureate program.  If an 

IB program exists, AP statistics will be compromised or even non-existent if the IB program 

replaces the AP program entirely. 
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In other cases, there may be a limited IB program or a school may offer university en-

dorsed courses that compete with AP courses.  It may appear, for instance, that an AP 

Statistics course has substandard enrollment or performance, but if a school has a uni-

versity course that it considers comparable to AP Statistics, then  the school may 

choose to keep that course and AP data will be limited or entirely absent.  Unless the 

analyst is aware of this option, the analysis will be flawed. 

 

The advantage of AP courses, however, is that the AP curricula represent a quality 

standard recognized throughout the country, and universities know that AP Statistics 

means the same curriculum and examination in all schools.  A “college statistics” 

course may be of a certain rigor in one school but of  much different rigor or quality in 

another, and colleges and universities have no way to determine that rigor.  On the oth-

er hand, universities may be more likely to accept college credit for such courses while 

not offering college credit for a score of 3, or even 4, on some AP exams.  Remember 

too that just getting a mediocre grade in a college level course taken in high school may 

be sufficient to earn credit.  A student often needs a high quality grade on an AP exam 

to earn that same credit. The point here, though, is that data analyses must be conducted 

with these and other factors in mind.   

 

One such other factor to keep in mind, for example, is that an AP course in one depart-

ment can actually affect enrollment in another course.  Some students may decide to 

take only one AP course in the junior year.  In such instances, a fabulously successful 

AP course in U.S. History may thus limit enrollment in AP English Language. Similar-

ly, Chemistry affects Physics which affects Biology, and so on.  Rather than drawing 

immediate conclusions about data, always look for other possible explanations when 

analyzing all data but especially when analyzing AP data. 

 

In analyzing AP data, it is most important to recognize the interplay between and 

among many seemingly extraneous factors within the school building and beyond the 

school building.  The IDW Advanced Placement Report is a remarkably useful re-

source, which, like all data sources, must be used in coordination with all other data 

sources available. 

 

 

  

As always, IDW personnel are available to provide telephone assistance and in-district 

training for any district seeking to learn more about this newsletter or about other best 

practices for the IDW.  Call Fred Cohen at 608-6640 or Meador Pratt at 608-6612 to 

schedule a training session or to discuss any Instructional Data Warehouse questions.  

 

 

 


